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Author's response to reviews:

Title - All full stops and underlining have been removed from the title. The title has been changed to one sentence and now does not have a full stop at the end. i.e. Testing the effectiveness of an innovative information package on practitioner reported behaviour and beliefs: the UK Chiropractors, Osteopaths and Musculoskeletal Physiotherapists Low back pain Management (COMPLEMENT) trial [ISRCTN77245761]

Page breaks - Page breaks have been removed from manuscript

Figure and table placement text - Figure and table placement text have been removed.

Website addresses - Website addresses are now only cited in the reference list in the requested format.

Abbreviations - A list of abbreviations has been added after the conclusions section

Authors' contributions - Authors' contributions have been provided in more detail in the requested format.

Figures - Figures are only uploaded as separate figure files using the "upload" form on the submission system, and have the figures in the manuscript file deleted.

Box 1 - As requested, 'Box 1' has been changed to 'Figure 2' and subsequent figures modified accordingly.